FURTHER READING

Thirty Magazines is an independent, pop-up magazine store that brings small press magazines from around the world to Houston. The selections are mostly guided by what founders Evan O’Neil and Tyler Swanner discovered during their travels.

“When you consider the cost of print,” O’Neil says, “if you’re going to print something, it has to be good. There is so much great, thoughtful work on online platforms; but generally it is stuff that overstressed and underpaid freelancers crank out with little to no lead time, and that’s the general economy of the Internet. But there’s a substantively large group of people proving work that conveys a unique point of view in a well-researched and comprehensive manner is worth spending effort and money on.”

The store is currently located at New Living on 19th Street in the Heights. Brazos Bookstore will be carrying all the selections.

They have recommended five titles from their selection:

1. **The Outpost**  
   *Beirut, Lebanon*  
   **Latest Issue:** No. 06, Summer 2015

   *The Outpost* identifies, understands and analyzes the conflicts, morals, energies, and opportunities of a changing Arab world and lays down possible futures. It aims to ignite a socio-cultural renaissance in the Arab world, and a deeper understanding connection abroad, through inspiring its readers to explore a world of possibilities.

2. **CLOG**  
   *New York, USA*  
   **Latest Issue:** Landmark, 2015

   Each issue of *CLOG* explores, from multiple viewpoints, a single subject particularly relevant to architecture now. The Landmark issue discusses the process of landmarking buildings now, raising questions of how we decide what to let go of and what to preserve.

3. **Weapons of Reason**  
   *London, UK*  
   **Latest Issue:** Megacities, 2015

   *Weapons of Reason*’s mission is to turn knowledge into action. Each issue is well researched, with stunning illustrations contributing to a deeper understanding of complex issues and an idea of what to do next. This issue focuses on megacities, and the environmental, economic, and psychological impacts of modern mega development.

4. **The Carton**  
   *Beirut, Lebanon*  
   **Latest Issue:** No. 13, Autumn/Winter 2016

   *The Carton* tells the story of Middle Eastern culture through food. In many ways this is the Lebanese counterpart to the Gulf Coast’s *Sugar & Rice*. Through recognizing the soft-power potential of food, we find more alike than not with the people of a region that is often misunderstood.

5. **Jacobin**  
   *New York, USA*  
   **Latest Issue:** No. 20, Winter 2016

   *Jacobin* is a leading voice of the American left, offering socialist perspectives on politics, economics, and culture. Each issue brings penetrating, lively discussions and analyses of matters of real significance, from a thoughtful left perspective that is refreshing and all too rare.
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The Rice Design Alliance, formed within the Rice School of Architecture in 1972, is dedicated to advancing architecture, urban design, and the built environment in the Houston region through educational programs, the publication of *Cite*, and programs to initiate physical improvements.

We seek to enhance the quality of life within our community.